1. It is well known that a general linear sequence S n (p, q) (n = 0,1,2,...) of order 2 is defined by the law of recurrence, Snip, q) = ps "-i(p, q) -qs"-2 (p, 4), with S 0 , Si, p, and q arbitrary, provided that A = p 2 -Aq > 0, see [1] .
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In particular, if S 0 = 0 and S x = 1 or if S 0 = 2 and S x -p, we have generalized Fibonacci and Lucas sequences, respectively, in symbols U n (p, q) and V n (p, q) .
By the roots x x > x 2 of the generating equation x 2 -px + q = 0, it is proved that U"(p,q) = £^ and V n (p,q) = x" l +x" 2 ;
(1) 1 2 moreover, the general term of the recurrence sequence S n {p, q) is expressed as a sum of the general terms of generalized Fibonacci and Lucas sequences by the formula S"(P, q) = [s i -^pS o y"(p\ q) + \s 0 V"{p, q).
We assume
Si = ^p(o + \x~a>jAK
and, according to (1) and (2), we deduce S"(?r 9 p,q) = (x-^a^ -U n (p,q) + ^CDV n (p,q)
and
From this point on, we shall use the brief notation U n9 V n9 and S n {x) to denote U n (p,q), V n (p,q) 9 and S n (x; p,q), respectively. Similarly, we have the analogous formula
We now have the difference formulas 
(11) r=0 3, First, we recall the Norlund-Euler polynomials Ef\x\o), ...,co k ) defined by the generating expansion (see [2] , [6] ):
In particular, the Norlund-Euler numbers of order k are given by
Tfm l = --= a k = l, then Ef\\, 1,..., 1] = Ef> (the Euler numbers of order k, see [3] ), and we note that E*Xa> l + -..+a> k -x\a l ,...,a> k ) = ( r yEStXx\a> l ,...,a> k ).
From (12), replacing t by &U"t, we have f, (dU n t) r "(,), . Expanding the product, figuring in the first member, into a power series of t, and comparing with the expansion of the second member, we find r=0 n/ l V n/ k V $U r n E?Xx\co l ,...,co k )(m-r)\ £ _±J-L..._LJ!!L = 2 * 5 ! : ( x ) . where (26) is a generalization of P. F. Byrd's result (see [5] ):
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